
THE WARDEN

THE WARDEN. A deep space colony ship, hundreds or thousands of years out, has been overcome 
by disaster. The systems do not work as intended. The current passengers, descendants of the 
original crew, do not understand their environment and do not know that they are on a ship. Their 
world appears to be a post apocalyptic one, with mysterious machines and bizarre cul-de-sacs of 
societies. The adventurers explore this massive place, encountering weird creatures and peoples, 
slowly putting together the pieces to reveal the true nature of their world. The feel of the stories is 
one of mystery, with X-files and Lost overtones. (new)

DON QUIXOTE

WORLD TREES

TITAN

WORKING TITLES - Ideas for stories.
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DON QUIXOTE. It is a Renaissance fantasy world. The central character is a deluded knight of 
uncertain legitimacy who travels the land looking for wrongs to right. However, he is a Clouseau-
esque character, bumbling, stupid and ineffective. The real heroes of the stories are his two faithful 
and long-suffering squires who solve the mysteries, battle the monsters and then allow the knight 
to take the credit. The feel of the stories is a cross between the comedic and McGyver ingenuity. 
(new)

WORLD TREES. In the centre of a mythic-age fantasy land sits The City. The City is under threat 
from monsters, and ghosts and demons that are coming with ever increasing frequency. The cause? 
The great World Trees that sit at the edges of creation are under attack and the borders between 
the real and the supernatural are breaking down. This is a quest series, where a band of heroes 
must travel through inhospitable lands and societies to find the world trees and repair them. The 
feel of the stories is a fantasy quest in the tone of Conan, with distinct mythic-age ‘dreamtime’ 
overtones. (new)

TITAN. It is the end times in a high-fantasy world. Mighty wizards and warriors gather forces to 
protect themselves and try to build what they believe to be a stable world. They do this by travelling 
the lands and capturing or convincing tribes and creatures to join their forces, thereafter to do 
mighty battle. The feel of the stories are high adventure, with the protagonist of each story 
overcoming difficult obstacles – physical, mental and diplomatic – to gather forces in preparation for 
the battle, which would be the highlight of each book. Each book would have a different protagonist 
with a different moral framework and set of goals: sometimes good, sometimes evil. This approach 
is consistent with the battle games of the Pokemon sort, but constructs a framework and a 
backstory in which the action takes place. (new)

THE ELEMENT WARS

THE TIME CAPSULE OF 
SKOZ BOTTLESORTER

LILY & JAMAICA

THE WATCHES 
(ZOUNIVERSE)

ORBIS ADVENTURES

THE ELEMENT WARS. The gigantic alien spaceship was torn apart by the tidal forces of Jupiter 
when it came too close 65 million years ago. The pieces fell on the jungle moon of Earth. The 
survivors must battle the dinosaur filled environment while they gather the parts to rebuild their 
ship. However, not everyone has the same view of how the confederation of alien species should 
reform. The reds, greens and greys are on the verge of civil war and only the actions of a group of 
arguing kids can prevent it. (re-envisioning of Skoz Bottlesorter)

SKOZ BOTTLESORTER. Strange ancient non-identical triplets Skoz, Ashlin and Jonica survive the 
harsh condition of Cretaceous Earth while they disrupt the plots of Parlous Flamdabat, a man intent 
in unleashing the ancient power sources. Through the course of this adventure series the trio are 
changed, showing the path of future evolution, and Earth is levered out of its orbit around Jupiter 
and into its current location. This event is the cause of the extinction of the dinosaurs. (5 of 6 books 
complete)

Lily & Jamaica. Time travelling cat and dog secret agents battle the evil BEPC who seek to alter 
history. A children’s series illustrated by Tony Flowers. (1 of 6 books complete)

Zouniverse. Time travelling secret agents battle the evil BEPC who seek to alter history. A 
children’s series illustrated by Tony Flowers. (re-envisioning of Lily & Jamaica)

Orbis Adventures. Aboard a world-ship space cruiser, Scarlet and Jack find themselves in 
adventures as the passengers and crew muddle their way through an endlessly changeable galaxy. 
These stories are a cross between detective and adventure. Illustrated by Tony Flowers. (1 of 6 
books complete)



THE GREAT HEIST

THE GREAT HEIST. In a First Age fantasy world a group of professional thieves plot to rob the 
world’s greatest vault. Revolutionary elves join with anarchistic goblins and disaffected dwarfs to 
defeat the security system that has secured the banking system for a thousand years. However, in 
robbing the vault they bring about the economoic collapse of the world. This is the story of how a 
Mythic fantasy age was brought to a close. The story is a cross between The Italian Job and a 
French Revolutionary tale. (new)

WHITE SNAKE HOUSE

WHITE SNAKE HOUSE. Grim retelling of classic fairy tale. Son of exiled ex-soldier makes journey 
to the outside world where he is recognised for his bravery and marries the princess. However the 
princess dies and they are entombed together. A supernatural snake brings her back to life but she 
is changed, becoming venal. Protagonist is spurned, cuckolded and hunted from the kingdom. 
Finally, in a ship borne pursuit, he lures his pursuers on to the rocks, resurrects himself with the aid 
of the snake medicine and finds himself back on his own beach where he retires, like his father, in 
rejection of the outside world. (new)

ALIEN SAFARI
ALIEN SAFARI. Comedy. The Predator model as seen through the eyes of one of the alien hunting 
tourists. The company that runs the tours is a cut price outfit. Everything that can go wrong does go 
wrong. (new)

(0.1) (0.1). Science fiction, ship, commerce raiding, space battles, exploration, submarine. Mercenery 
band adrift in a dangerous galaxy. Refer Consider Phlebas. (new)

(0.2) (0.2). Science fiction, fantastic future, Dune, Fading Suns, colonisation, high adventure, politics, 
Oracle Spice, Navigators’ Guild, noble house/corporation. (new)

(0.3) (0.3). Science fiction, combat, bomber metaphor. (new)

VANILLA ASSASSIN 2 VANILLA ASSASSIN 2. Taking Gustave somewhere else. For example: Transylvania in order to 
battle vampires. (new)

THE FUTURE EATER
THE FUTURE EATER. Horror story tracing the life of a ghoul who continues his existence through 
the transmission of his spirit through successive generations on one family. Also has working title of 
Infantiphagia, which refers to the practice of the monster literally eating the prematurely born 
offspring. (new)

(0.4)

(0.4). Working title Peak Oil. Science Fiction describing a near future world which is on the brink of 
collapse due to the lack of coordination between the world powers in the face of the energy crisis. 
The story concerns the investigation and exposure of a hoax perpetrated at the highest level to 
create the idea that aliens are real. In exposing the lie the protagonist destroys the last hope that 
mankind could work together. The victory is ironic and self defeating, therefore. (new)

(0.5)
(0.5). Horror. Continuing the interest in shape changing – a story using Lovecraft themes, centred 
on the creature that can disguise themselves as humans, though not the voice. (new)


